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First, there is the smell. As we enter the dark, gloomy interiors of Christian Boltanski’s installation *La Réserve du Musée des enfants* (1989) at the Musée d’art moderne de la Ville de Paris (fig. 1–2), we immediately perceive the disturbing odour of old clothes, an indefinable trace of their former, now absent wearers. But the vague thought that these clothes really might have been worn by someone immediately gives way to an irritating feeling produced by the lack of that very bodily presence initially suggested by these very garments. Such an olfactory notion of the human body does not belong to the ordinary museum experience. Thus, Boltanski’s simulation of intimacy and its instantaneous denial are intensified within a very short moment, between smelling and seeing the work. The uniformity and anonymity of a common human odour arising from used things blurs the identity of their former owners, hitting our olfactory organ even before we apprehend the visual topography of the installation and actually see its constituents.

From this experience we may infer that we see what we have beforehand felt, and that this first sensory encounter with Boltanski’s clothes is not accompanied by an analytical look or strictly rational thought. Indeed, visual artefacts might find a particular advantage in not being preceded and obfuscated by preconceptions, but in being announced, as in this case, almost *a priori* by an irresistible sense of intimacy.
Admittedly, a second deeper look at and consequent comprehension of the clothes partly deliver us from that initial overwhelming impression. Their appearance, however, does not reduce previous ontological uncertainty. These old clothes have been thoroughly washed, folded, and randomly laid on shelves illuminated by simple lamps, deprived of their original shape, and they now form a colourful mass of anonymous fabrics exposed to the gaze. Thus, their common smell corresponds to and precedes the visually perceivable loss of individuality. Boltanski’s oscillation between presence and absence by the means of clothes once worn by real, but now forgotten and anonymous persons, and his “animated” garments recalling body shapes, or representing carefully folded and scattered daily remains of human life, have become a topos of contemporary art. It addresses the current issue of the persistence and the vanishing of memory and expounds the problem of individual identity and its historical ambivalence. Moreover, the artist has repeatedly explicated the role of piled-up clothes in his work, convincing his interviewers of the purposeful ambiguity of presence which is evoked by displaying clothes as material relics or covers, once enshrouding real bodies, most of which seem to have decayed: “These people are gone, forgotten. […] I indeed often use jackets and other pieces of clothing as objects equipped with a remembrance of the subjects.”

For this reason I would like to focus on another, more specific aspect that has so far been ignored by critical analysis of Boltanski’s oeuvre: the systematic interdependence of folded clothes and photographic portraits, a dialogue of media echoed in several of his installations. This raises the issue of the fragile and deceptive nature of memory evoked by things, especially textiles, also relating to the limits of visual representation in general. I would like to argue that this might be one of the main questions Boltanski addresses by using clothes as a medium, exploring a kind of imagination’s last barrier. Although he ceased painting in 1967, Boltanski still defines himself as “painter”. His installations therefore may be considered as a reflection on the core aims of visual art as a way of – traditionally speaking – depicting things, and be seen as an endeavour to examine the limitations of artistic statements. If we regard his textile arrangements not only as exhibited things charged with memory, or as archives as they have usually been understood, but as images, their hermeneutic gravity becomes much more discernible. At least some of Boltanski’s unusual combinations and permutations of clothes and photographs, such as Reliquaire, Les Vêtements (1996), reveal clear pictorial intentions (fig. 3).

In Paris, Boltanski’s permanent installation (fig. 2) today consists of three rooms. After experiencing a taste of confusing intimacy in the room of clothes, we may follow the path leading to the next two rooms and study their exhibits separately: in the middle room, enlarged photographic portraits of children displayed under lamps as a compound tableau, and, in the third chamber, telephone directories from all over the world, shelved in alphabetical order. The photographic images represent a direct pendant to and an ex post commentary on the scattered clothes displayed at the beginning of the installation. Examining them brings us closer to Boltanski’s textile language. The multiple anonymous photographs are arranged the way Boltanski often does when he uses them as main element of his work, as for instance in Monument: Les Enfants de Dijon (1986) or Réserve: Les Suisses morts (1990). The accumulation of unsigned and unnamed portraits can be seen as contributing to the theoretical debate on the nature of photography, which is said to capture the moment, thus visualising death or “letting things disappear”, as Jean Baudrillard wrote. This issue, inspired by Roland Barthes’ Camera Lucida, still prompts discussion on the resemblance, authenticity, identity, and memory of the image in relation to death. As Boltanski often underscores in interviews, it is less death or the preceding suffering that concerns him, but rather the fact of becoming anonymous and untraceable, the consecutive loss and disappearance. According to Boltanski, photography visualises the loss of one’s subjec-
tivity and one’s transformation into an object: everyone’s definite loss of childhood is presented by Boltanski in children’s photos as an irreversible fact, proving ongoing and perpetual dying. At the same time, the artist uses photography and art in general as a remedy against death, thus trying to retrieve childhood by means of visual remembrance. Yet, as he seems to suggest not without bitterness, this strategy fails insofar as it does not allow one to become a child again, not even by experiencing material and visual remains from one’s childhood. Therefore, in this anti-Barthes stance, the image strengthens the impression of inevitable death and provokes the additional feeling of alienation. To describe his photographic installations as <modern altars>, <modern relics> or <liturgical sets> – religious terms frequently used by Boltanski’s interpreters following the titles of some of his works – means to strictly comply with the artist’s private fears and intentions, his struggle with the passing of time by means of art.8 The attempt of treating these photographs, together with used clothes and metal cookie-tins, as simulated and anonymous, but alsoauratic <relics> or <reliquaries> of an archived <secular religion>, assumes a proportional connection between the artist’s expressed intent and the art’s agency and treats them as means to fixing images of memory. Moreover, if Boltanski expresses his own fears within the sacralised space of an art museum or gallery, then his work is not only dealing with memory and loss, but also with the artist himself. That the artist calls his own works <altars> is equivocal, especially when we remind ourselves of Boltanski’s pre-dilection for culturally motivated contradiction:

In Jewish culture, I’m attracted by the possibility of saying one thing and its opposite at the same time, or this way of responding the question with another question and constantly mocking what one has done.9 Therefore, seen from this perspective, the tight relation between Boltanski’s clothes and photographs, arranged as though they were forming a sacral ostension of holy remains, should not only be interpreted as a visualisation of loss and hopeless disappearance. This relation might also be understood as a provocation aimed at broaching the problem of self-reflection of and through art and of the limits of communication. Boltanski defines this relation very briefly, as if he wanted to set a trap of literalness:

For me, clothes are strongly connected with photography – a piece of clothing is, like a photo, an object of recollection of a subject. There is a smell, there are folds, it is like a hollow mould in comparison with a photo. I am always interested in a mass. There are always thousands of things which I bring together, or thousands of people.10 The photographs and clothing that I am working with now have this in common: they were both objects and souvenirs of subjects. Exactly as a cadaver is both an object and a souvenir of a subject. Clothing reminds you of the person who was in it. We have all had the experience when someone in the family dies. You see their shoes and you see the form of their feet as a hollow image of the person, a negative.11

In the first place, this statement about <mass> suggests an associative search for a particular motif of a singular piece of clothing within a jumble of textiles. However, imagining a specific person as its wearer – as proposed by Gerhard Theewen – ignores the fact that it is really a stack, an indefinite mass of things.12 Secondly, we might ask: what does the artist’s term of <hollow mould> or <hollow image> imply? Is this structurally motivated comparison suggesting that photographs and clothes are <forms> of memory, guaranteeing some imaginary filling of the <mould>? Do they provide an effective remembrance of a long gone subject, even if they mournfully signify its inevitable loss at the same time?

Boltanski’s statements define photography as a deceptive medium that only claims to be a true souvenir, but in fact shows an illusionary image of the untraceable past. It negates the subject while making an effort to preserve and fix it as a visual form, an act of <rape> as proposed by Baudrillard.13 Boltanski describes portraits of children presented as a scenario of death: «Photography is used as a proof, and proofs are always false.»14 Accordingly, with the recent psychoanalytic interpretation of Boltanski’s work, the term of <screen> has been proposed for his photographs to denote an equivocal place of both projection and disguise.15 Taking into account Boltanski’s parallel between photographs and clothes, I would argue that not only their status as remains and <hollow moulds> partly or even totally hinders reconstruction of the past, but so do the inherent differences between these two media that create their interdependency. The difference lies in the surface: whereas the photographs – here arranged as <screens> of transparent glass panels (fig. 1b) – offer visual information generated, reproduced and projected automatically, clothes, on the other hand, are material objects whose shallow form evokes a portion of corporeality. Their surface constitutes their individual body, ready to generate the visually perceptible shape. So, according to this medium-related asymmetry, the role of Boltanski’s photographic portraits as souvenirs is once again questioned. What matters is their status as <screens> that retain only their visual shape, thus hiding the subject in its bodily condition. Moreover, the grainy, blurred surface of the blown-up portraits visualises the innermost conflict of the visual medium by revealing its own structure instead of detailing the features of the depicted. In other words, they present themselves as <screens> protecting the beholder from intimacy, which thus eventually turns to be a deceit of temporal appearance. The enlarged, blurred portrait explicitly loses its indexical features and presents itself as a photograph, as an iconic image. The more we gain in visuality, the more the photograph becomes an object. The subject we want to approach by gazing at a photo thus dies a second time.

Boltanski often increases this inversion of subjectivity by adding lamps or bare light bulbs, the same as those illuminating the shelves filled with clothes (fig. 4). These installations are usually interpreted as staging the interrogation of suspects, as it were, thus introducing the notion of the victim which the artist himself sometimes puts forward.16 However, these lamps could be understood rather as purposeful disquieters, obstructing our view by exposing the electric infra-
structure that is supposed to enhance visibility. In his thoughts on
the portrait, Jean-Luc Nancy argues that not only does the depicted
looking countenance of a portrayed person accumulate the potential
of subjectivity in its image. Rather, the whole portrait itself becomes
a gaze in that it demands a dialogue with the beholder as a com-
posed visual structure. In this way, an interactive moment of intimacy
between the image and its viewer is created due to levelling of the time
difference. This suggests that the agency of the portrait lies more in
exposing its self-identity than in its facial recognition. So, if le regard
du portrait, as Nancy calls it, should be seen as image’s will to com-
municate, turning the lamp against it – as Boltanski does – makes this
conversation impossible and thus underlines the beholder’s impo-
tence. When Nancy analyses a portrait of a young man by Lorenzo
Lotto, ca. 1506–1510 (fig. 5), a lamp partially revealed behind the curtain
in the background of the image clearly attracts his attention. Nancy
leaves aside the symbolic and allegorical dimension as well as its the-
ological meaning and defines it hermeneutically as a duplication of
the depicted man’s gaze. This is, hence, the moment of the portrait’s
immanent subjectivity. Consequently, Boltanski’s lamps in front of
portraits can be interpreted as blocking the view and also as ostenta-
tion of the subject’s deep concealment and perpetual inaccessibility.

Having examined the delusive visual dialogue in Boltanski’s photo-
graphs, we may now return to the clothes as a rhetorical counterpart.
The portraits, although blurred and mechanically obstructed, still
show our hopeless attempts of memory to frame the countenance.
Thus, we still try to individually name the subject we intuitively long
for and let these images speak. The files and stacks of anonymous
clothes, instead, do not leave any illusion about the effectiveness
of this operation. Folded or irreverently scattered without almost any
order which could suggest assignment or identity, they utterly negate
the subject and show pure amorphism and abandonment. The
metal shelves in the Paris installation, dividing the exhibited mass of
textiles into sections and assembling an archive (réserve), invert the
photographic tableau, thus perverting the image’s communicative
potential. These clothes form an image, though a rather self-negat-
ing one which instantly unmasks the deceptiveness of its own power
of reference. A step-by-step analysis of the display at the Musée d’Art
moderne de la Ville de Paris reveals the power of images as successful tools of memory
since they become casual things despite their visual resemblance. They
become ordinary objects which depict people as other objects. After
the power of images and clothes has failed, we can still look up the
telephone numbers in the directories presented in the third room.
Even so, we do not even know if the people listed in the directories are
still alive or if anybody would answer. Here, the tension between
mass and individual, often evident in Boltanski’s works, reaches its
apex: almost every visitor to this last chamber looks for his or her own
phone number first.

This inferred association between folded clothes and framed photo-
graphs is particularly visible in Boltanski’s installations Réserves: The
Purim Holiday (Marian Goodman Gallery, New York) and Untitled
Réserve (Rubell Family Collection, Miami) (fig. 6). Here, the artist
leaves behind the spatial continuity of the Paris Réserve and broaches
the issue of the loss of imaginative memory with the help of a single
image of photographs and clothes. Here, as these different media are
together installed on the wall, Boltanski presents himself as a
painter. The manifold colourful pieces of clothing, compressed into
a compact rectangular form like industrial scrap, reveal nothing. An
invisible argumentative framing of this image, accompanied by elec-
tric wires of the lamps, once again signals the contradiction between
photographs and clothes as the main meaning of this visualisation. In
this way, they show the inner antinomy of images, which we still hope-
lessly try to see as suitable tools for evocation of memory. The division
between the visible and the tangible – both building the basis of per-

Fig. 3 Christian Boltanski, La Réserve, les Vêtements, 1996, mixed
media, 91 × 91 × 31 cm

Fig. 4 Christian Boltanski, Autel Choses, 1987, mixed
media
In their capacity as media, Boltanski’s textile and photographic compositions do not bear evidential testimony to past reality. Instead, they deliver a self-reflective message in their own contradictory language, and thus actually explain art’s inability to speak. Pointing to these coordinates of a language of failure, we are in a position to respond to the basic question repeated in most investigations on Boltanski’s oeuvre: photos and textiles as reminders of the Holocaust.

Some of Boltanski’s irritating jumbles of clothes are named Canada (1988–1989), clearly referring to the term for the storage houses in Nazi concentration camps. But this simple association would be both unbearably linear, even distorting Boltanski’s statements:

My art has an awareness of Holocaust – it is not the art that has the Holocaust as its theme or explains it, but, instead, it explains itself, because there was Holocaust. It is the art afterwards.22

These words create no simple self-definition of the artist’s programme. Rather they refer to the problem of art as a matter of consciousness.
Therefore, the literal and visual associations with storage facilities in Boltanski seems to use somehow the self-negating means of cognition the speakable and verifiable criteria. In the light of the artist’s statement by Andrea Liss in her book about memory, photography and the pieces of raw material.


This third part is called: Les Abonnés du téléphone (2000).


9 Christian Boltanski: an interview with Delphine Renard in 1984, see: Brett Ashley Kaplan, Unwanted Beauty. Aesthetic Pleasure in Holocaust Representation; Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 2006, p. 136. Cf. «Christian Carrión, Clown and Jew. Christian Boltanski Interviewed by Georgia Marsh (Revised by Christian Boltanski)»; in: Christian Boltanski, Reconstitution; exhibition: Eindhoven/London/Grenoble, Stedelijk Van Abbemuseum/Whitechapel Art Gallery/Musée de Grenoble; 1990, S. l., p. 8: «What artists do is closer to the little stories, the parables that mean something afterwards, than something as precise and explicative as the philosophers. It’s something more open, that was more than one exit, more than one interpretation.»


Abella 2007 (cf. note 14).

14 See his most known El Caso, suggestively confronting the victims’ photos with folded white clothes as their supposed covers; Christian Boltanski, El Caso; Madrid, Ministerio de Cultura, 1988, exhibition: Madrid, Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, 26. 5.–5. 9. 1988. This catalogue shows only black-and-white photographs of places of crime – «escenarios del crimen» – preceded by a colourful close-up images’ dissimilarity, inadequacy and inability.

Ascending the limits of the visual. This also implies that the impossibility of the evidence changes our mourning from an incorporative and emotional action into an +introjective+ one, so that we ourselves become aware of our status as imperfect media of memory. Thus, he makes us mourn our impossibility to mourn the individuals, as proposed by Andrea Liss in her book about memory, photography and the Holocaust.

In this way, Boltanski does not try to rescue the images of memory, but rather creates a higher level of comprehension, which transcends the codes of language and allows us to judge only beyond the speakable and verifiable criteria. In the light of the artist’s statement that, «for me, emotions of the first level are important», his stacked clothes can be treated as a demonstration of his helplessness, of his difficulties in communicating by art. In these terms, his textile arrangements deny any affective experience of the sublime. The garment as a usual means of distinction loses itself completely in a dehumanised mass of fabric. The once-worn clothes again become only pieces of raw material.

Anna Lehninger  Embroidered Identity  Textile Autobiographies in Art Brut and Beyond

One of the delights of embroidery lies in the simplicity of the materials and the lack of complicated equipment and techniques. Fabric, threads, needles and a simple frame, together with time, practice and patience, are all that is needed to create beautiful embroideries.¹

Mary Thomas

The materiality and textuality of embroidery is topical not only in discussions on contemporary art but also in those on Art Brut, and more specifically, in respect to psychiatric inmates’ works that form a large part of this category of objects. Personal memory and identity are key topics in Art Brut, especially in art from psychiatric institutions. However, art history has often neglected works of psychiatric inmates. As Gemma Blackshaw has stated in the recent publication *Madness and Modernity* on the discourse of psychiatry and the visual arts in Vienna around 1900, there were only «brief moments of access to the voices of those suffering from mental illness through letters, writings, objects and images preserved in archives and ephemeral publications».² In the course of the 20th century, certain aspects of art related to psychiatry were noticed, but these mainly corresponded to Expressionism, Dada, or Surrealism.

Art Brut is a section of art that since its «invention» in 1945 has repeatedly raised the question of the boundaries between the «inside» and the «outside» of «art». The term was coined to designate Jean Dubuffet’s own collection of works of art from social outsiders, thus also labeling both the artists and their works as being «outside» art historical canons and cultural traditions. Upon closer inspection, many drawings, writings, and textile works speak a different language. In addition to their reference to the medical institution where they were created, they also point to historical and political issues from the world outside the asylum walls and are linked to the aesthetic trends of their times. Many embroideries reflect the artists’ lives outside and within the institution and have to be seen in an autobiographical context.

Next to knitted and crochet works and self-sewn dresses, embroideries form a significant part of Art Brut. In collections such as Jean Dubuffet’s in Lausanne or the Prinzhorn Collection in Heidelberg, such pieces have rarely been exhibited and taken seriously by art historical research. Only lately have exhibitions brought them to wider attention, focussing on the material aspect of the textile objects that were usually made by women.³

Embroidering Identity  Particularly for female inmates of psychiatric institutions in the late 19th and early 20th century, drawing, writ-